BREAKOUT SESSIONS

The Blueprint for Tomorrow

The Wellspring Effect: Boosting Student Achievement Through Teacher Well-being

Generational Hiring in the K-12 Sector: Winning Brand Strategies to Attract Diverse Talent

Powerful and Equitable Work-based Learning

Statewide Work-based Learning Strategies: Data-driven Implementation and Partnership-focused Approaches

Supporting Students with Intellectual Disabilities In CTE Courses

Strengthening Foundations, Sharing Expertise: Building Statewide Mentorship for New CTE Teachers

Addressing the Teacher Shortage in Technology and Engineering Education

Slaying Stigma: The Promise Career Institute

Crafting Career Readiness: Arizona's Approach to Professional Skills in CTE

100% Retention: How Minnesota's CTE Teacher Induction Program Retains Teachers
Innovative Ideas that Ignite Work-based Learning for Special Education in CTE

Leveraging Partnerships to Grow Student Career Development Opportunities

Essential Questions to Guide Student Inquiry

Believe, Belong, Become: Collaborating to Become a Career-focused Region

Data Mining: Find Your Gold

Unleashing Potential: Panther PULSE Work-based Learning

It Takes a Village: Using Stakeholder Feedback and Program Data to Improve Secondary CTE Programs and Partnerships

Building a True Pipeline to Success

Confessions of a Data Junkie

Unleashing the Power of Team-based Challenges Across the Curriculum

Breaking Paradigms with a Catch-All Pathway: One College's Revolutionary Applied Baccalaureate Degree Transforms Perceptions and Realities in CTE

The Power of Storms
Registered Youth Apprenticeships — the WEEDS

Threading Transformational Work-based Learning with Existing Infrastructure

**ROUNDTABLE SESSIONS:**

- Shaping Excellence in CTE: Navigating Quality Standards and Celebrating Achievements
- The Right Student in The Right Seat: Inclusion, Access, Equity and Diversity in CTE Admissions
- High School to Highway: Connell High School's Innovative Approach to Filling the CDL Shortage
- Using Data Bases Effectively
- Creating Inclusive Career Technical Schools for LGBTQ+ Youth
- Setting New CTE Teachers Up for Success: Best Practices in Preparation
- Modern PD for Modern CTE
- Leveraging Research-based Strategies for Transformative CTE
- Transforming a CTE High School to Create a Sense of Belonging
- Empowering Organizations through Dynamic Workplace Learning: A Strategic Approach
Grant Access to CTE Through Strategic Relationship Building

AI Empowered Education — Practical Examples from the Classroom, Professional Development and Beyond

Growing Our Own: How One District in Arizona has Leveraged its Partnerships to Implement Career Literacy at the Elementary Level

Empowering Futures: Integrating Career Exploration Across the Curriculum

Mental Health First Aid

Developing a Pre-apprenticeship

Identifying Perceived and Known Barriers: Empowering Every Learner in CTE

A Blueprint for Building Educator Capacity in Project-based Work-based Learning

Soaring Together: Inclusive Aviation Program at Franklin High School

Creating the Next Generation of Workforce Employees Through CTE Academies

Training the Next Generation of Behavioral Health Professionals Through Innovative CTE Programming

Designing Professional Development to Support Members of Special Populations